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CHAPTERR 2 

Scalin gg and Realizabilit y of Kineti c 
Parameter ss in Miniaturizatio n of Pressur e 
Drivenn Separation s wit h a Focus on 
Hydrodynami cc Chromatograph y 

Thee advantages and drawbacks of miniaturizatio n of characteristic column 
dimensionss and the feasibility of a flat non-packed on-chip column, compared to a 
normall  bore, standard packed and open tubular  (capillary) columns are discussed. 
First ,, approximate scaling rules are derived for  the change in various variables, which 
followw the downscaling of the characteristic column thickness. Because these scaling 
ruless cannot simultaneously reflect all limit s in the operational parameters, another 
approachh is undertaken. Parametric relations between the analysis time and peak 
efficiencyy or  resolution are derived, one such equation for  every parameter, being the 
otherss eliminated. In this way the limit s of operating conditions can be considered 
separatelyy and plotted as lines in the efficiency-time or  resolution-time space for 
differentt  reduced velocities. The parameters used are the column dimensions, 
pressuree drop, and related quantities such as column and peak volumes, velocity, 
detectorr  time constant etc. For  size separations additional parameters which are 
relatedd to shear  stress are considered. The curves enclose all realizable situations in 
eachh column design and characterize their  feasibility. Whil e packed columns are 
superiorr  in detection limit s and classical open tubular  capillary columns enable very 
difficul tt  separations if detection is not limiting , flat chip microchannels can perform 
moderatelyy resolved separations very fast and with much better detection limit s than 
thee capillary columns. Finally, theoretical performance in HDC separations is 
evaluatedd for  a flat on-chip microchannel with specific dimensions. 

Introduction Introduction 

Optimizationn and comparison of analytical separation methods is a complex multiparameter 

problem.. ' ' ' Generally, both the differential migration and peak broadening contribute to 

thee resolution and thus the performance of the method. 
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Inn pressure driven "true" (i.e. interactive) liquid chromatography (LC), the kinetic 

parameterss such as the flow velocity, column dimensions and geometry, which determine 

thee peak broadening, can be varied to a large extent independently from the thermodynamic 

parameters,, which rule the differential migration. 

AA specific case is hydrodynamic chromatography4"12 (HDC), where the differential 

migrationn is based on the effect of the flow profile on large analytes confined in a narrow 

tube,, and is thus also determined by the kinetic parameters. 

Inn this study only kinetic parameters are addressed for unretained solutes in pressure driven 

liquidd chromatography and for size separations of large analytes by hydrodynamic 

chromatography.. The advantages and disadvantages of miniaturization of column 

dimensionss are discussed and three different designs of a chromatographic column are 

compared:: classical normal bore packed columns (PC), open tubular cylindrical capillary 

columnss (CC-OT) and the suggested flat open tubular on-chip column (FC(chip)-OT). 

Otherr promising techniques for LC e.g. the use of narrow-bore packed columns, continuous 

bed-columnss and shear- or electrodriven approaches are not considered here, because their 

perspectivee for HDC is not yet clear. 

Thee governing equations for kinetic optimization in pressure driven separation methods are 

thee expressions for resolution R, number of theoretical plates N, reduced plate height h = 

Hid,Hid, and reduced velocity v and pressure drop Ap\ 

RR = ( 1 / 4 )- -JN = -f{r l,rj )JN (i. l ) ) 
y y 

^^ L 

NN = — = (1.2) 
HH hd 

hh = h(v) (1.3) 

{u)d{u)d Ld 
vv = = — (1.4) 

DD tD 

<prjL{u)<prjL{u)  (prjL2 

APP = : = — — (1-5) 
dd22 d2t 
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Heree r = tlto is the relative retention time of an analyte, t0 the void time, D is the diffusion 

coefficient,, cp is the column resistance factor, L is the separation column length, d its 

characteristicc size i.e. the diameter of the beads in packed column or the diameter resp. 

depthh of an open cylindrical resp flat column. In addition, it is required that the Fourier 

numberr Fo: 

ADt ADt 
FoFo = > 10 (1.6) 

inn order to assure that the analyte can sample all positions over the characteristic dimension 

dd and thus the classical relations for h (see further) are valid.4 

Extracolumnn peak broadening has to be suppressed by choosing sufficiently small injection 

andd detection lengths /, d, or volumes Viid, and the time constant 6d of the detector 

(l-7a) ) 

(1.7b) ) 

(1.7c) ) 

Heree P is 7t/4 for circular channels or the aspect ratio (width/depth) for flat channels. For a 

flatt channel a certain minimum ratio 8 of the peak length to the channel depth may be 

requiredd for the scaling of the injection system an for the successful collection of the eluting 

samplee flat wide channel into a narrow detection cell: 

-^--^-  = hJ~N = S (1.8) 

h,é h,é 

Vi.< Vi.< 

ood d 

== °L 

888 <*v 

-- at = 

L L 

/3d/3d22L L 

t t 

Equationn (1.3) can be unified for all the three column designs for small molecules as 
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hhLCLC = A A v " 3
 + _ * - + C A v (1.3a) 

v v 

Thee numerical coefficients Ah, Bh, Ch depend on the column design. 

Inn size separations by hydrodynamic chromatography, additional relations apply:5 

TT = (l + BTA -CTA
2 )~' where A = — (1.9) 

VV  x T } Kd 

ddaa = 2ra is the diameter of the analyte particles and AC is a numerical factor applied in packed 

columnss (in OT columns K = 1) related to the quality of the packing. Kd is then the 

effectivee size of the interstitial channels, relevant for the HDC separations. Typically K ~ 

0.44 is observed.6 

Thee plate height equations in HDC are12 

BBhh 1 
hhPCHDCPCHDC = + —, , . , . A (L 3 l ) ) 

vv 1/v + 1 / 1.4 

 ~ ^OTLC (l-^C) 

herehere hoTLc denotes hue (eq- l-3a) written with the coefficients (Table 3) for the open tubular 

geometriess (CC and FC (chip)). All the above named forms of eq. (1.3) are plotted in 

Figuree 1. 

Thee Stokes-Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficient is 

DD = -¥— (1.10) 

AA polymer coil, not being a discrete particle, can be deformed in flow with a high shear 

rate.. A characteristic parameter for that is the Deborah number7 
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DeDepcpc = 0.2V(AK)2 (1.11) 

Thee polymer deformation starts at De ~ 0.1. The selectivity of the HDC separation becomes 

thenn lower and deviations from the theory (eq. 1.9) occur. 

Forr open tubes, such a criterion is not established. However, from the ratio of the column 

resistancee factors <p (see Table 3) being ~ 50 and considering a correction factor of x2 ~ 0.42 

== 0.2 because of the different definition of d in packed and open columns, one can estimate 

thatt the bulk shear forces responsible for pressure dissipation in an open column are ~ 10 

timess smaller than in a comparable packed column. Because these forces are also largely 

responsiblee for the polymer deformation in the flow, we may expect De to be also - 10 

timess smaller 

DeDe0T0T ~ 0.02 vA2 (1.11b) 

Thiss means that polymer deformation starts in open tubes when vA.2 ~ 5. However, in open 

tubess already at vA, ~ 1 the so-called tubular pinch8 effect occurs, causing also a deviation 

fromm the HDC theory. 

hh 8 

66 -

44 -

2 2 

00 -

c c 

A^^ A^^ 

11 / ^ 

V ^ ^ 
1 1 

)) v 50 

Figuree 1: Plot of reduced plate height vs reduced velocity for different column geometries. 

(1)) PCLC, (2) PCHDC, (3) CC-OTLC and first approximation for CC-OTHDC, (4) 

FC(chip)-OTLCC and first approximation for FC(chip)-OTHDC. For LC small unretained 

moleculess are assumed. 
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ScalingScaling  Factors 

Becausee all the above mentioned equations are composed of factors, except the h-v 

relationss where summation occurs, approximate scaling relations can be derived for every 

quantityy with respect to the scaling of the characteristic dimension d. Such scaling factors 

aree listed in Table 1 for three different schemes in miniaturization, which all should result 

eitherr in higher resolution or shorter analysis time or both. In all cases d is scaled by a 

factorr 1/x. Another, limiting parameter e.g. R is kept constant. All remaining parameters 

havee to be scaled by the given factors. 

Thee linear velocity <u> = L/t scales implicitly with scaling d, p, L and is limited only 

throughh limits in these parameters. In Table 1 it is included in brackets only for illustration. 

Strategyy I can be utilized both either for reducing analysis time in a pressure limited 

situationn and reducing the column length for e.g. an integration of open tubular columns on 

aa chip. However, the scaling is valid only in the rising part of the h vs. v curve, where h <*  v 

andd thus h can be minimized by reducing v. 

Inn the minimum of the h vs. v curve strategy II or III can be applied, provided the maximum 

allowedd pressure is not yet reached. Strategy II allows yet faster separations and further 

reductionn of the column length but at the cost of a strong increase of the pressure drop. The 

pressuree increases even faster with the scheme III , which can be used to generate more 

platess with the same column length and thus yields increased resolution. A complication in 

alll  schemes for open-tubular columns is the rapid decrease of the injection and detection 

volumes.. Only in an on-chip design, the width of a flat microchannel, w, can be increased 

inn order to compensate for the decrease in d. 

Thee same strategies in HDC result in an additional gain in resolution because reducing d 

increasess the relative differences in size between the analytes with respect to the size of the 

channell  and thus the selectivity of the method. This can be shown by considering an 

approximationn for ƒ(T ,T+ AT)9 

ƒƒ (T, T + Ar) - (1 - a)(BT - 2CTX)Xr = (1 - a)BTA (i.ia) 
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wheree a= (A+AA)/AThis approximation is however valid only for small X < ~ 0.05 (then x 

~~ 1 as used in the last approximation) and small a. For larger A, the gain in resolution is less 

steep. . 

Tablee 1: Scaling factors (x > 1) in miniaturization in pressure driven LC (in the limit of 

smalll  unretained molecules) and HDC (first approximation for small X). (*) LC only, (** ) 

HDCC only. 

parameters s 

e e 
Q. . 
B B 

a a o o 

d d 
L L 

P P 

(<">) ) 
k,d k,d 

Vi,d,CC Vi,d,CC 

Vi,d,FQchip) Vi,d,FQchip) 
jj  ** 

RR * 
resolutionn LC 

W* * 
analysiss time t 

' 22 00 

133 2 .52 

ge
ne

 e
 

ch
ro

m
atc
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ch
ar

ac
tt t

 

V V 

h h 
N N 
Fo Fo 

A** A** 
De** De** 

strategy y 
I I 

samee resolution* 
(efficiency)) faster 

usingg same 
pressure e 

1/x x 

l/xz z 

const t 

(const) ) 
1/x2 2 

1/x4 4 

w/x3 3 

const** * 
const* * 

x** * 

l/xl/x z z 

1/XX ( » Vopt) 

l / x ( » hm i n ) ) 

const t 

const t 

x* * * 

II I 
samee maximum 

resolution* * 
(efficiency)) faster 

1/x x 

1/x x 
x2 2 

(x) ) 
1/x x 
1/x3 3 

w/x2 2 

const** * 
COnStt = .Kniax* 

x** * 

1/x2 2 

constt = vopt 

COnStt = hmin 

COnStt =; Nmax 

const t 

x
2* * * 

II I I 
increasee maximum 

resolution* * 
(efficiency)) on the 

samee length 

1/x x 

const t 

x3 3 

(x) ) 
l/xl/xm m 

l/x5/2 2 

w/x3/2 2 

constt ** 
x1'2* * 

x
2* * * 

1/x x 

constt = vopt 

COnStt = h^n 

X X 

X X 

x
2* * * 

AA complication arises from the fact that reducing d, and in schemes II and III also the 

necessaryy increase in <u>, results in higher shear rate in the flow. Depending on the size of 

thee particles, an onset to either tubular pinch effect or (for flexible linear polymers) coil 

deformationn occurs at certain levels of shear rate. An alternative approach (for HDC) to 

thosee presented in Table 1 would be to keep resolution constant, and by reducing the 
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diameterr one can afford higher dispersion and still keep the resolution, because of the 

increasedd selectivity. This can be used in order to reduce somewhat the demands on 

pressure,, and low extracolumn volumes. 

Alsoo other schemes than those mentioned are possible. The disadvantage of this simple 

scalingg is, apart form the constraint to certain regions for v and h, that one cannot control 

directlyy whether all the changes in the operational variables fall within the allowed limits. 

RealisabilityRealisability  Plot  I. Efficiency  for  Small  Unretained  Molecules  in  LC. 

AA direct and more general information about the role of the operational variables can be 

obtained.. In literature, diagrams are shown with curves corresponding to the limits of d in 

thee time-efficiency domain.3 This concept can be extended when the limits on other 

operationall  variables such as the column length, peak volumes and times, and shear-related 

limitationss in size separations are treated in the same way. 

Parametricc relations between the analysis time and peak efficiency or resolution are 

derived,, one such equation for every parameter, the others being eliminated. This is 

possiblee e.g. by combining eqn's (1.2) and (1.4) in order to eliminate L an obtain a relation 

betweenn TV and t with only d as the parameter. This is then used to eliminate d from the 

relationss for the other variables. Eventually relations 

qq = KqN
a*«tai*  where Kq = tf fl" D " 0 *  v*" « h"""  [LC, HDC] (2.1) 

aree obtained for parameters qe {d, L, Ap/(p, Fo/4, cr„  Gh av, S}. The exponents a in these 

relationss are the same for all the column and are listed in 

Tablee 2. (For the case of av constant aspect ratio j3 is assumed for the flat channels. If 

constantt width was required, the exponents for this parameter would be different). In this 

tablee subsequent rows are conveniently obtained from the previous ones. 

Inn this way the limits of operating conditions can be considered separately and plotted as 

liness in the efficiency-time space for different reduced velocities. For this, also the h-v 

relationn (e.g. eq. 1.3 a) is needed. This differs for different column designs by numerical 
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constantss listed in Table 3. In this table also the values of v and h corresponding to the 

kineticc optimum are listed. Plots of eqn's (2.1) will be given for this kinetic optimum values 

andd also for a smaller and larger reduced velocity. 

Tablee 2: The set of exponents in the parametric equations (2.1). 

parameterr q 

d d 
L L 

ply ply 
Fo/4 Fo/4 

oot t 

°L °L 
Ov<CC,Fc/fi Ov<CC,Fc/fi 

°{FC) °{FC) 

exponentss a 

rj rj 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

D D 

0.5 5 
0.5 5 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0.5 5 

1.5 5 

0 0 

vv h 

0.55 -0.5 
0.55 0.5 
00 2 

-11 1 
00 0 

0.55 0.5 

1.55 -0.5 

00 1 

N N 

-0.5 5 
0.5 5 
2 2 

1 1 

-0.5 5 

0 0 

-1 1 

0.5 5 

f f 

0.5 5 
0.5 5 

-1 1 
0 0 
1 1 

0.5 5 
1.5 5 

0 0 

Tablee 3: Constants for the calculation of flow and dispersion of a column design. Ah, Bh, Ch 

aree given for an unretained solute according to literature.1,2*3'10 

PC C 
CC-OT T 

FC(chip)-OT T 

<P <P 
-1000 0 

32 2 

12 2 

AAk k 

- 1 1 
0 0 

0 0 

Bh Bh 

- 2 2 
2 2 

2 2 

cch h 
-0.1 1 
1/96 6 

1/105 5 

VV00pt pt 

~3 3 
13.9 9 

14.5 5 

- 2 2 
0.29 9 

0.28 8 

Thee values for the limits of various parameters were used as listed in Table 4. For some 

variables,, additional values (formal limits) are given in order to see how the parameter 

valuess span over the t-N domain. Apart form the pressure maximum of 400 bar, other 

valuess are approximate and may be a point of discussion. For PC and CC-OT columns 

valuess found in literature were used. In CC-OT columns with 10 ID /im and narrower are 

possiblee and would be preferred because of the higher efficiency, however suffering from 

severee detection problems. Here a column of 15 fim was selected as this would provide a a 

comparablee path length for transversal optical detection as an outlet-slit cell for a 0.5 fim 

deep,, 500 fim wide, and 2 cm long flat channel (the smallest one considered). 

Thee values for a flat chip are extrapolated from current preliminary experiments on the 

pressuree resistance and cross-sectional uniformity of the channels. 
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Tablee 4: Limits in () are formal limits, (?)-expected (extrapolated) values. 

parameterr q 

dd m i n 

max x 

LL m i n 

max x 

ApAp m i n 

max x 

FoFo min 
a,a, min 
ooLL min 

oovv min 

88{FC{FC)) min 

PC C 
1/xrn n 

(300 fim) 

5cma) ) 

500 cm 

(0.11 bar) 

4000 bar 

10 0 
0.1s s 

NA A 
1/iL L 
NA A 

CC-OT T 

155 fim 

(500 jim) 

100 cm 

(100 m) 

(0.11 bar) 

4000 bar 

10 0 
0.1s s 
NA A 
3pL L 

NA A 

FC-chip-OT T 

0.55 nm (?) 

100 tim 

22 cm 

100 cm 

(0.11 bar) 

200 bar (?) 

10 0 
0.1s s 
NA A 
3pL L 

50(?) ) 

a)) Column bore 4.6 mm. 

Inn Figure 2, the plots of eqn's (2.1) are shown for the kinetic optimum in the three different 

columnn designs. Diffusion coefficient D = 10"9 mV1 and viscosity 10"3 Pa s is assumed. 

Thee plot for a packed column shows the experimentally known fact that the kinetic 

optimumm for small molecules cannot be achieved with a packing size of 1 fim because of 

thee pressure limit of 400 bar. In capillary OTLC columns with ~ 15 fim ID, high efficiency 

cann in principle be achieved (N > 106) on long columns, but only in very long times. With 

flatt on-chip channels moderately resolved separations of small molecules in very short 

timess should be possible. The limiting factor on these very short columns is the typical time 

constantt of most detectors (0d ~ 0.1 s). 

Otherr than kinetic-optimum situations are equally relevant if they result in otherwise 

inaccessiblee short separation times or high efficiencies. Therefore eq (2.1) was plotted for a 

rangee of reduced velocities v from 0.2vo/jr to 10vop, and overlaid (Figure 3). Physically, there 

iss no explicit limit on the reduced velocity. It is the plot itself, which shows whether a 

particularr reduced velocity corresponds to a real situation, i.e. whether the limits of all 

operationall  parameters can be satisfied simultaneously. 
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CJ J 
| | 

(A A 
"35 5 

03 3 
c c 
03 3 

u u 
E E 

"55 5 

03 3 
C C 
03 3 

PCLC C 

1,0000 10.000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000 

plat ee numbe r N 

CC-OTLC C 

000 1.000 10.000 100,000 1,000.000 10 ,000 ,000 

plat ee numbe r N 

FC(chip)-OTL C C 

1,0000 10,000 100.000 1,000.000 10.000,000 

plat ee numbe r N 

Figuree 2: Realizability of kinetic-optimum conditions in pressure-driven LC for small 

unretainedd molecules in columns of different design. The parametric lines correspond to 

limitss of operational variables and enclose together a region of all possible combinations of 

platee height and analysis time in the kinetic optimum (filled regions with symbols). 
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100 - I — i " m " . n — — — I 
1000 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000 

platee number N 

Figuree 3: Realizability plot for pressure driven LC for small unretained molecules in 

columnss of different design, assuming also other than kinetic optimum reduced velocities 

(ylv(ylvopiopi==  0.5, 0.2, 1, 2, 5, 10). (x) PCLC, (o) CC-OTLC, (-) FC-(chip)-OTLC. 

RealizabilityRealizability Plot II. Resolution for Large Analytes in HDC 

Thee presented concept can be extended to size separations by hydrodynamic 

chromatographyy if approximations are used in order to preserve the factor form of the 

governingg equations. In this way parameters can be still easily eliminated by combining the 

equationss as previously. 

Inn HDC the characteristic column dimension d influences the resolution both through the 

selectivityy and the efficiency. Therefore, resolution R should be considered instead of the 

platee number N. A factor-like approximation is required for the function ƒ in eq. (1.1). This 

approximationn can be obtained by selecting a specific ratio of sizes of species ij  to be 

separated,, efy = djd„j  =A,/A}.and expressing the function/as a function of the average size 

off  the two species Ajj=(A i+Aj)/2 using eq. (1.9) with different coefficients for each column 
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designn listed in Table 6. This function can be plotted and fitted with a power-law with 

parameterss y and z and for a certain range of Ay (Table 6). 

/ ( r ,, , T. ) = g{Xinatj) - ><(or,y)V
<a,y) (l-ib) 

Suchh a fit is shown in Figure 4 for HDC in a flat on-chip channel. By using a piece-wise 

power-laww fit the whole region of Aui could be covered. 

0.022 j 

8 8 

0.011 - ,+ 

00 A 1 1 1 1 1 

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Figuree 4: Approximation (—) of the function g(Ay, Cfy = 1.5) for the HDC chip by a power-

laww fit (—) for 0 < Aij < 0.2. 

Anotherr difference from the previous treatment is due to the explicit dependence of the 

diffusionn coefficient for the large species on their size and the viscosity of the solvent eq. 

(1.10).. For the following treatment it is convenient to define constant m = kT/3 and write eq 

(1.10)) as 

DD = (1.10a) 

Further,, approximation (1.3d) is used for the plate height, neglecting the influence of A on h 

inn open columns. This influence, originally supposed to be strong10, is according to some 
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authorss largely suppressed by particle-wall hydrodynamic interactions."A plot of the 

correctedd expressions can be found in literature.12 

Inn analogy with the previous section, parametric expressions are derived between R and t 

qq = KqR
bR"tb  ̂ where K q = TJ b» m K " v b' " h "h < d *'"" [HDC] (3.1) 

forr parameters qe{d, L, Ap/<p, Fo/4, ah av, S, (AK) M^f}- The relations between the 

exponentss b and the fitting parameter z are the same for all the column designs, and are 

listedd in Table 5. First, an expression of type (3.1) is derived for d from eqn's (1.1), (1.1b), 

(1.2),, (1.4) and (1.10a) by eliminating L and N. Using this result, relations for other 

parameterss can be obtained as previously, when the diffusion coefficient is everywhere 

replacedd by expression (1.10a). 

Tablee 5: The set of exponents in the parametric equations (3.1) as a function of the fitting 

exponentt z. Substitution c = l/(2+2z). 

parar r 

d d 

L(=r)L(=r)  'm\> 

pl<p(=pl<p(=  r\t 

FO/4(=TJ-FO/4(=TJ-

AK AK 

v{AKf v{AKf 

(N) (N) 

oot t 

<?L <?L 

GV(OT/P GV(OT/P 

§FQ §FQ 

neterr q 

da'td') da'td') 
llLL22dd22) ) 

'm'm11 da'td2) 

rj rj 
-c -c 

-1+c -1+c 

-l+4c -l+4c 

-I+2c -I+2c 

c c 

2c 2c 

-J+2c -J+2c 

0.5-c 0.5-c 

-0.5 -0.5 

-0.5-2c -0.5-2c 

-0.5+c -0.5+c 

m m 

c c 

1-c 1-c 

2-4c 2-4c 

I-2c I-2c 

-c -c 

-2c -2c 

I-2c I-2c 

-0.5+c -0.5+c 

0.5 0.5 

0.5+2 0.5+2 

0.5-c 0.5-c 

V V 

c c 
1-c 1-c 

2-4c 2-4c 

-2c -2c 

-c -c 

I-2c I-2c 

I-2c I-2c 

-0.5+c -0.5+c 

0.5 0.5 

0.5+2 0.5+2 

0.5-c 0.5-c 

exponents s 
h h 

-c -c 

c c 

4c 4c 

2c 2c 

c c 

2c 2c 

-l+2c -l+2c 

0.5-c 0.5-c 

0.5 0.5 

0.5-2c 0.5-2c 

0.5+c 0.5+c 

b b 

ddaa 4Rff/y 

-c(l-2z) -c(l-2z) 

-l+c(l-2z) -l+c(l-2z) 

-2+4c(I-2z) -2+4c(I-2z) 

-l+2c(J-2z) -l+2c(J-2z) 

l+c(l-2z) l+c(l-2z) 

2+2c(l-2z) 2+2c(l-2z) 

-l+2c(l-2z) -l+2c(l-2z) 

0.5-c(J-2z) 0.5-c(J-2z) 
-0.5 -0.5 

-0.5-2c(l-2z) -0.5-2c(l-2z) 

-0.5+c(l-2z) -0.5+c(l-2z) 

-2c -2c 
2c 2c 

8c 8c 

4c 4c 

2c 2c 

4c 4c 

4c 4c 

-2c -2c 

0 0 

-4c -4c 

2c 2c 

t t 

c c 
1-c 1-c 

l-4c l-4c 

l-2c l-2c 

-c -c 

-2c -2c 

I-2c I-2c 

0.5+c 0.5+c 

0.5 0.5 

0.5+2 0.5+2 

0.5-c 0.5-c 
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Tablee 6: Constants for the calculation of dispersion and retention in HDC for different 

columnn designs. DiMarzio-Guttman model for hard spheres is assumed,10 for open tubular 

columnss and an experimental relation for packed columns.12 

PC C 
CC-OT T 

FC(chip)-OT T 

BBr r 

2 2 
2 2 

1 1 

cT T 
2.7 7 
2.33 2.33 

1 1 

y(a^y(a  ̂ 1.5) 
0.043 3 
0.048 8 

0.031 1 

z(az(atjtj==  1.5) 
0.65 5 
0.69 9 

0.73 3 

fitfit  range A 
0-0.17 7 
0-0.2 2 
0-0.2 2 

Tablee 7: Limits of the additional constraining parameters for HDC. 

parameterr q 

AA maxa) 

V(AK)V(AK)22 max 

PC C 
0.17 7 

~0.5b) ) 

CC-OT T 
0.2 2 
~ l c ) ) 

FC(chip)-OT T 
0.2 2 

~ l c ) ) 

a)) Limit for the validity of the fit constants in Table 6. b) Onset of polymer deformation 
(De(De -0.1). c) Onset of the tubular pinch effect. 

Thee average size of the two separated species is an independent variable. In this study 

analytee sizes 20, 100 and 500 nm were selected. The detailed plot of the kinetic optimum 

situationss for species of size da = 100 nm is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen the kinetic 

optimumm cannot be realized in the CC-OTHDC columns with the assumed limits. This is 

becausee of the very small diffusion coefficient of the particles with respect to the relatively 

widee bore d = 15 fim. In a packed column or on a chip a good separation is possible. The 

separationn on the chip is faster. Similar trends (Figure 6) can be seen when the same range 

off  reduced velocities as in previous section is assumed and also for the other particles sizes 

200 and 500 nm, although the resolution is then lower. 

Itt should be stressed that in the current approximation, this study omits separations of 

speciess larger than A - 0.2 while in practice A up to 0.3 can be used for polymer separations 

byy HDC. Moreover for larger particles and higher velocities separations by tubular pinch 

aree possible, where the retention depends on the flow rate and the dispersion is reduced. 

Thereforee separations of large analytes are achieved in large capillaries in reasonable time 

butt cannot be predicated in this study. 
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10.000 0 

.ii  1.000 

100,000 0 

10,000 0 

PCHDC C 

Resolutionn R 

CC-OTHDC C 

Resolutionn R 

100,0000 3 j 7 * 

10,0000 -

1,000 0 

Resolutionn R 

Figuree 5: Realizability of kinetic optimum conditions in pressure-driven HDC for analyte 

off  d„  = 100 nm in columns of different design. Resolution is calculated for a = 0.5. 
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Figuree 6: Readability of HDC separations in columns of different designs. Separation of 

twoo particles differing 30% in size is considered (afy = 1.5), on a scale of their average size 

beingg 20, 100 and 500 nm. Approximate molecular mass of flexible polymers molecules of 

comparablee coil diameter is given. Several reduced velocities are considered (v/vopt= 0.5, 

0.2,, 1, 2, 5, 10). (x) PCHDC, (o) CC-OTHDC, (—) FC(chip)-OTHDC. 
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TheoreticalTheoretical  Performance  of  1 pm Deep, 10 cm Long,  Flat  on-Chip 

MicroChannelMicroChannel  in  HDC Separations. 

Inn the previous section it was shown that flat microchannels of depth ~ 0.5-10 /xm and 

severall  cm length can provide good separations, even if only 20 bar or less working 

pressuree is used. Tijssen et al.5 have shown that HDC separations of polymers were 

possiblee in ~ 1 itm cylindrical microcapillaries, while others performed such separations in 

columnss packed with particles of comparable size.6 For these reasons and also in order to 

exploree the limitations of the microfabrication technologies a 1 itm deep channel would be 

preferred.. A more detailed view of the performance of this particular channel is given in 

Figuree 7, where the resolution is plotted as a function of the analyte size and the flow 

velocityy (converted to analysis time t = Ll<u>).  Although the length of this channel is 

limitedd to ~ 10 cm and the number of plates is thus necessarily lower than that of- 1 m 

longg capillaries,5 good separations can still be achieved. Because of the superior detection 

suchh a device is certainly an alternative for open tubular capillary columns. 

36000 -< ; 

230 0 

analysis s 
timee (s) 

120 0 

o o o o 
co o 

o o 
CD D 

\\ I I 

90
--

12
0-

-

15
0-

-

species s 

18
0-

-

21
0-

-

sizee da 

(nm) ) 

i i 

o o 
C\J J 

resolutionn R 

(a a 

27
0-

-

30
0-

-

== 1.5) 

- 7 . 0 0 

- 6 . 0 0 

- 4 . 0 0 

- 3 . 0 0 

- 2 . 0 0 

- 1 . 0 0 

Figuree 7: The separation performance of a 1 /xm deep 10 cm long flat HDC microchannel 

forr different analyte sizes. In the blanked-out region, vX1 > 1 and thus deviations form the 

simplee HDC theory can occur because of the tubular pinch effect. This would mostly result 

inn a lower resolution than this plot suggests. 
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Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee presented considerations show that flat wide microchannels offer an alternative to 

eitherr packed columns or open cylindrical capillary columns, when fast, moderately 

resolvedd separations are required. This is true for pressure driven liquid chromatography 

andd especially for size separations of larger analytes by hydrodynamic chromatography. 
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